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This visual resource is an insight into our production of A Christmas Carol and is
suitable for children and adults with an autistic spectrum condition, sensory and
communication disorders and those with learning disabilities. It is intended to help
prepare any visitors for a new experience and to help them to become familiar with
the surroundings and situation.

Getting to the Octagon Theatre Bolton
The Octagon Theatre is situated in the middle of Bolton town centre, within easy reach of all
the main train, bus and road routes, and just 5 minutes walk from the train and bus stations.
By Car
From Manchester and the south: Exit the M61 onto the A666 (Bolton). Take the ‘Bolton
South and Bury’ exit and at the top of the slip road turn left towards Bolton. At the traffic
lights, opposite B&M Bargains, turn right and go straight through the next set of lights. At the
traffic lights by the Balmoral Pub turn left onto Great Moor Street. Follow the signs for the
Octagon NCP car park.
From Preston and the north: Follow the M61 south and exit at junction 5. Leaving the
motorway turn left and follow the road to Bolton until you reach the junction opposite Mecca
Bingo. At this junction, follow the road to the left and turn right at the next set of lights. At the
first ‘T’ junction turn right. The Octagon NCP car park is the next turning on your left.
By Public Transport
Bolton is easily accessible by train, with only a 20-minute train ride from Manchester (all
stations) and 25 minutes from Preston. Buses also run regularly from Manchester and the
surrounding areas. The Octagon is a five-minute walk from Bolton’s rail and bus stations.

For Rail enquiries call: 08457 484950
For Bus enquiries call: 0161 228 7811
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About the Octagon Theatre Bolton
Welcome to the Octagon Theatre Bolton! We are an inclusive and welcoming Theatre and
we hope that everyone who comes to visit will feel like they are at home when they are in the
building.
There is a flat entrance to the Octagon Theatre and double electric doors at the entrance
that automatically open as you get closer to them.

Octagon volunteers and Front of House assistants work in the main foyer to help with
building information. Front of House assistants are the people responsible for providing
information, helping any visitors who need assistance, selling programmes, sweets and
drinks, and generally making sure that everyone is ok.
All of the Octagon Front of House assistants
wear black t-shirts with a blue circle on
them, and Octagon volunteers wear red tshirts with a white circle on them.
They also have little radios so they can talk
to each other – if it looks like they are talking
to themselves don’t worry! They are just
chatting to other Front of House assistants
using their radios.

When you enter the building there is a Box Office to the right and a café to the left. You will
probably be able to smell food from the café when you walk in.
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Here is a picture of the café; there is a ramp
as well as some steps leading into the café
area.
The café is open Monday - Saturday: 9am 6pm, and later on performance evenings.
The café serves hot and cold drinks,
sandwiches, snacks, soups, pizzas and
other meals. You can see a full menu on the
Octagon website here:

www.octagonbolton.co.uk/visit-us/foodand-drink/

It might be quite noisy when you arrive as
lots of people will be coming to see the
show.
There might also be a few people in the
doorway if they have just arrived as well.
The picture to the left shows the entrance
when it is quiet.

The welcome sign that tells you about the
different areas in the building and how to get
to them – you’ll see this as soon as you walk
in the front doors.

If you need to collect your tickets then just go
to the Box Office, there is a picture of the Box
Office here on the right of the page. Everyone
is very friendly and will help you to get your
tickets for the show – all you have to do is tell
them your name.
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The Box Office is open Monday - Saturday: 9am - 7.30pm (7pm
on the telephone, 5.30pm on non-performance days)
Just near the Box Office there is a lift to access the first and
second floors of the building.

Toilets
There is an accessible toilet located at the front of the building on the ground floor; it is just
next to the Box Office. There are also more toilets near the café. There are separate toilets
for male and females with individual cubicles in both toilet areas and urinals in the male
toilets. Just look for the signs or ask a member of staff for directions.

Boy’s toilet

Girl’s toilet

Accessible toilet

Chill Out Area
If you need to leave the theatre for any reason at any point during the show, you can visit our
chill out area on the first floor where you can enjoy art activities or just relax. There will be a
television screen that links back into the theatre so you can still watch the performance while
you’re out of the theatre, so you won’t miss a thing. You are then welcome to re-join the
performance at any time.
The picture below shows some audience members enjoying the chill out area.
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Quiet Area
There will also be a quiet space on the second floor with no distractions if you just need
some time out.
Extra Information
If you have any questions or queries in the lead up to your visit, please contact our Box
Office on 01204 520661 who will be able to answer your questions, or they will take a
message and get back to you if it is something they don’t know the answer to.
If you would like to come for a visit before the performance to have a look around then you
can book in a time that suits you with our friendly Head of Box Office and Customer Service,
Marie Irving-Murphy. You can call Marie on 01204 557144 or just send her an email and she
will get back to you: marie.irving-murphy@octagonbolton.co.uk.

The Auditorium
The auditorium has a stage and lots of seats which go all the way around this big room – this
room is where you will watch the play. You will have a ticket that tells you which is your seat
to sit in and there will be Front of House assistants in the auditorium if you want any help.
They can answer your questions and they can show you where to go if you feel that you
would like to leave the auditorium space at any time.
During the show the actors will be moving around the auditorium, sometimes running and
coming in and out of doors, so you might meet them on your way in or out of the auditorium
if you are also moving around. They will be very careful not to bump into you if you are out of
your seat; they are used to being in the auditorium space and are really lovely people!
This is a picture of the stage and the seats that go all the way around it.
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The Story
This is a play of Charles Dicken’s classic festive story of A Christmas Carol. Set in Victorian
times the play tells the story of Ebenezer Scrooge on Christmas Eve.
Everyone is excited for Christmas but Scrooge remains grumpy, miserable and uncharitable.
He says “bah humbug” to anyone asking for him to join in Christmas celebrations or asking
money to help less fortunate people.
That night Scrooge is visited by the ghost of his former business partner Jacob Marley.
Jacob warns Scrooge that he will be visited by three spirits who will show him the error of his
ways.
The first ghost is the Ghost of Christmas Past. The ghost takes Scrooge on a magical
journey back in time where he revisits several Christmases of his childhood and youth.
Scrooge remembers times before he was so grumpy and miserable, a time when he used to
enjoy celebrating Christmas.
The second spirit is very jolly and sings Christmas songs – she is the Ghost of Christmas
Present. She takes Scrooge on another journey where he visits different people celebrating
Christmas, including Scrooge’s employee Bob Cratchit and Scrooge’s nephew Fred. During
this visit he realises how he is mean to his employee and how he is missing out on enjoying
spending Christmas with his family.
The final spirit is the ghost of Christmasses yet to come. This is a mysterious spirit who
doesn’t speak to Scrooge at all. The ghost takes him on a frightening journey to the future.
During this he sees some scary images where his grumpy attitude has made people suffer.
Finally Scrooge wakes up and realises it’s Christmas Day and he sees the error of his ways.
He then is very generous and celebrates Christmas with his family.
During the play you might feel happy, a little bit scared, or sad. It is ok to laugh or feel sad if
you want to. And if you feel scared, don’t worry – there is a happy ending!

The Actors
Many of the actors play different characters; we’ve included all of the names of the
characters next to the actor who plays them in a list here. To change character they
sometimes put on a different costume and sometimes change the sound of their voice.
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Marc Small plays Scrooge

Ruby Ablett plays the spirit of Christmas past, Beth and a Charity
Lady.

Richard Colvin plays Bob Cratchit, a servant and a Broker.

Sue Devaney plays ghost of Christmas present, Mrs Fezziwig,
Charity Lady and Charwoman.

Martina Isibor plays Belle, Mrs Cratchit and Kathleen.

Rob Jackson plays Jacob Marley, Mr Fezziwig, Topper and Old
Joe
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Sam Martin plays Fred, Young Scrooge and a Broker

The adult actors are joined each show by a Young Company of 6 local children who play
different roles throughout the show.

James Grundy, Adam Crompton, Nyan
Greenwood, William Grunstein, Alice
Loftus, Jasmine Bentley

Ella Tinniswood, Louis Williams, Reece
Smith, Tiya Jesani, Gerogia Platt, Alfie
Ryan
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The Characters
Ebenezer Scrooge
This is a picture of Scrooge. Scrooge is the main
character. At the beginning he is a grumpy old
man who doesn’t like to celebrate Christmas.
However at the end of the play he sees the error
of his ways and enjoys celebrating with everyone.

Bob Cratchit
Bob Cratchit is a clerk who works for Ebenezer Scrooge. Bob
isn’t paid very well and is only allowed one day off a year!

Charity Ladies
These are 2 ladies who ask Scrooge to give to the poor
at Christmas.
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Fred
This is Scrooge’s nephew who asks Scrooge to
spend Christmas day with him and his wife and
friends.

Jacob Marley
The ghost of Scrooge’s old business partner. He can be a
bit scary when he first appears but he is there to warn
Scrooge about the ghosts. He also warns Scrooge to not
make the same mistakes as he did.

Ghost of Christmas Present
This is a picture of the first ghost to visit Scrooge. She
takes Scrooge on a journey back in time.

Young Scrooge
This is Scrooge when he was a child at school
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Young Scrooge
This is Scrooge when he was a young man

Mr Fezziwig
This is Scrooge’s former employer. Scrooge worked as
an apprentice.

Mrs Fezziwig and others
This is a picture of Mrs Fezziwig and
others, who attended their work
Christmas Party.

Belle
This is Belle. Belle is a young woman who was once
engaged to marry Scrooge when he was younger.
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Ghost of Christmas Present
This is a very jolly ghost who sings and takes Scrooge
on a journey to different people celebrating Christmas.

Mrs Cratchit
This is Mr Cratchit’s wife, who is making Christmas dinner
for her husband and children.

Tiny Tim
This is the youngest child of the Cratchit’s. Tim
isn’t very well and walks using a crutch.

Martha, Belinda and Peter Cratchit
These are the other children of the Cratchit’s who
help their mother make Christmas dinner.
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Topper, Beth and Kathleen
This is Fred’s wife and friends who play
games together on Christmas Day.

Brokers
These are two Brokers who talk about
Scrooge in the future

Old Joe and Charwoman
Two people who are buying and selling
belongings of a dead man.
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The Show
When the performance is ready to start the lights will fade a little
bit but will stay on throughout the show. It will never go
completely dark. The lights in the auditorium will change a lot.
The actors will come out onto the stage and the play will start.
The actors will be on stage most of the time, but sometimes they
walk up the stairs between the seats where the audience are
sitting. There are a few different entrances and exits on to the
stage and so it might seem like they appear from nowhere.
There are just lots of doors around the theatre space that they
are using to come and go in and out of.
The actors will be in character and will sing, play musical
instruments and perform throughout the show.
People in the audience might talk a little bit, make noise or
get up and move around, but this is ok. You can do the
same if you need to. If you need to go to the toilet or leave
the auditorium during the performance then that’s fine.
There will be music and noises in the performances; all of these
will be created on stage by the musical instruments you’ll be able
to see.
We don’t mind if you want to make noises during the show –
it’s great to let us know how you feel!
There will be a twenty-minute break when the actors leave
the stage and the lights will turn back on full. This is called
the interval. People might get up to go to the toilet, walk around or get a drink. When
the interval has finished the actors will come back on stage and the show will carry on.
At the end of the show everyone will clap their hands to show the actors that they
enjoyed the play. You can join in if you want to.
When the clapping has ended, the lights will get brighter. This means the performance
has come to an end and you can leave the theatre or stay in the auditorium to meet
the cast and explore the set and props used during the performance.
We hope you enjoy the show!
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